
Evaluation of technologies for 
collaborative interaction



Summary & Learning outcome

The students learn how to 
evaluate the user experiences 
with the system. Students list the 
methods of evaluating user 
experience, and propose which 
method works best for their own 
system. Students also reflect on 
why studying user experiences is 
important, and in which phases of 
the design process this can play a 
meaningful role.

• Students are able to explain the 
difference between formative 
and summative evaluation
• Students are able to explain the 

difference between analytical 
evaluation and user testing
• Students are able to come up 

with examples of methods to 
evaluate collaborative 
technologies that fall within 
either of the four types
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Why, when and how to evaluate



Why evaluate?

• Check that users can use the technology for collaborative 
interaction
• Note that ‘designers are not users’ (Jacob Nielsen)

• Get feedback about early design ideas
• Evaluation does not have to wait until the final product

• Find out which problems occur in the design
• Allowing you to fix major problems before final design



When to evaluate?

• It depends
• If the technology is new, evaluate after initial sketches
• If the technology exists, this might be the first step

• Evaluation during design is called formative evaluation
• Comparison with benchmark or competitive technology 

for collaborative interaction is called summative 
evaluation
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How to evaluate?

• Analytical evaluation
• Involve an expert-role

• One who is practiced in usability methods

• Usability testing
• Testing the technology rather than the user
• Use of the technology often recorded
• Sometimes a specific hypothesis is tested
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improves the product design

Often formative evaluations are done at 
an earlier stage than summative 
evaluations

Summative evaluation examines and 
summarizes the effects or outcomes of a 
product design.

User Testing: 
with users

Analytical Evaluation: 
without users

Analytical evaluation: Involves only 
experts, these experts report on possible 
problems. This can be seen as a 
prediction of what will happen when 
real users use the product.

User Testing: Involves real users, shows 
what really happens in the lab or in a 
more informal setting.
The users involved in user testing do not 
evaluate the product, they only interact 
with it so that the team/evaluation 
expert understands their reactions.



Evaluation approaches
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Cognitive walkthrough

Before you can start a cognitive walkthrough, you need a 
complete, written list of the actions needed to complete 
the task with the interface — the ‘happy path’

Sometimes, creating the happy path is all you need to do to 
realize there is a problem with the interface

If your happy path has many actions, there's no need to 
continue with the review: you've found a serious problem 
already

Once you have the happy path, you’re ready to start the 
walkthrough
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Cognitive walkthrough

One or more expert evaluators perform the evaluation by 
walking through the steps, placing it in the context of a 
certain scenario

They ask themselves four questions

The evaluator attempts to come up with a “success story” 
for each step in the process. If they cannot come up with 
one, they instead create a “failure story” and assess why 
the user might not accomplish the task based on the 
interface design. These insights are then used to improve 
the design
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Cognitive walkthrough

• Advantages:
• Can find problems before an expensive user test
• Can find problems that would not be found when only testing 

with a small number of users

• Disadvantages: 
• The value of the data is limited by the skills of the evaluators
• Analysis focuses on the words and graphics used on the screen 

(mostly suited for interfaces)
• Lack of info on frequency and severity of problems
• Labor intensive



Heuristic evaluation

• First developed by Jakob Nielsen for desktop applications. 
• A cheap and easy evaluation method, and the most popular of 

the usability analytical methods
• Small set of evaluators (3-5) examines a technology and 

judges its compliance with recognized usability principles
• Each individual evaluator inspects the interface alone

• After all evaluations have been completed the evaluators 
meet, exchange their conclusions, and aggregate their 
findings



Heuristic evaluation

• The most famous heuristics are the 10 usability principles 
developed by Jackob Nielsen

https://www.interaction-design.org/literature/article/ user-
interface-design-guidelines-10-rules-of-thumb
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Usability test: problem identification

• Can be done on a (paper) prototype, a partly developed 
product, or an almost finished product
• Usually follows the Thinking Aloud protocol
• Goal: To understand how the user approaches the 

interface and what considerations the user keeps in mind 
when using the interface -> detect usability problems



Usability test: typical misconception

• Many people think you do a user test on a finished 
product to prove/show that the product is good
• As you now know: User/Usability testing is not typically 

done at the end
• A usability test is often meant to detect problems, not to 

show that there are no problems -> a summative test can 
be done at the end if clear requirements have been 
defined beforehand (e.g., how long it should take for the 
user to perform a task)



Usability test: users

• Most often advised: 3-5 users
• The reason for this suggested number is that one user 

might find only a part of your product’s problems
• The second user will find some additional problems, which 

might overlap with those of the first user or could also be 
new ones
• When do you stop finding new problems?



Usability test: users

What this graph tells us:

1. Testing with zero users gives zero insights

2. Testing with a single user already gives about 31% 
of all usability problems

3. 5 users give you insights on 80% of the problems

4. With 15 respondents, you will find 100% of the 
problems 
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Summative methods

• Guidelines checking
• The team makes a list of guidelines. An evaluator checks 

whether the product implements all guidelines and reports back 
to the team

• Usability testing metrics
• If the team has set up metrics for the final product (e.g., a user 

should be able to perform a certain task within x seconds), a test 
can be done to see whether users are indeed able to do so

• Questionnaires
• Questionnaires such as the User Experience Questionnaire 

(https://www.ueq-online.org/) could be used to assess UX 
metrics

https://www.ueq-online.org/


User testing vs. Analytical methods

User Testing method Analytical
method

Hits
Misses False alarms

HITS



Examples with technologies for collaborative 
interaction



Example: Discord

• Discord is a communications app in which voice, video, 
and text chat are shared with others
• If we want to detect potential problems with the interface, 

we can do a user study
• Ask users to open the app and do several tasks that are specific 

for the functionality of Discord
• While doing the tasks, they could think out loud, allowing us to 

easily find out what barriers they face in terms of usability

• Outcomes of the user study will inspire further 
development, fixing some issues that harm its usability



Example: Discord (continued)

• Now imagine the app were to be used for tracking 
communication in a school where:
• Each class has their own channel
• Each channel has its own subgroups for different assignments
• Each assignment is performed by several groups of students

• The users of the app are groups of groups, where each 
individual student could be in multiple groups
• The user study could take this into account by:
• Including tasks in the think-out-loud protocol that span groups
• Include users from multiple groups to combine experiences



Example: Miro

• Miro is an online collaborative whiteboard that enables 
distributed teams to work together and brainstorm with 
digital sticky notes, plan or manage agile workflows
• Imagine we have just begun developing the platform and 

we want to do a heuristic evaluation
• We would ask experts to judge the app on usability principles
• As the app represents a real-life whiteboard with sticky notes, 

we would check the extent to which it matches a physical board
• We would also want to check the amount of control users have

• Together this will inform us about the expected usability



Summary

• A number of different evaluation 
approaches were introduced 
that can be used to evaluate the 
design and use of technologies 
for collaborative interaction
• The approaches can be classified 

as formative or summative, and 
analytical or user testing
• Example evaluation approaches 

of existing apps were shown
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Thanks for listening
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